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Face of a dragon appearing from Susans plotted 
coordinates

Susan stuck in a traffic jam on the road leading to Manali, 
India

Susan on the Mall Road with plenty of tourists, Manali, 
India

Susan (with Dumbu) working on her projects, at home, 
Kullu-Manali valley, India

Susan, Alexi and Yazmin in the Solang Valley meadow, Manali, India

By Susan Griffith-Jones, Exclusive

The weather is getting hotter and 

the flies are starting to get seriously 

annoying in my attic office, as my 

4 large windows are fully exposed 

to the outside now that I’m open-

ing their concertina-like folds every 

day with the heat. I ask Jamyang if 

he’ll do something about it and he 

measures them up, then finds a few 

planks of wood behind the house, 

which is where he hordes bits and 

pieces like this, for moments like 

this. Taking them down to the vil-

lage carpenter, who slices them up 

with his machine into thin frames, 

Jamyang then bangs them together, 

fixes a wire mesh across and inserts 

them into the open spaces. Simply 

perfect, the new window screens 

are both keeping the flies and the 

night insects out when the light is 

now on in the evenings.

I take the 559 Naga pictures to 

the studio in Manali for developing 

and the Tibetan guy who runs the 

place tells me they’ll only be ready 

by the next evening. I’ve been 

printing photos here for years and 

curiosity must have got the better 

of him, as when I finally go back for 

them several days later, he starts 

questioning me about what I’m do-

ing here, where we live etc… When 

I tell him the name of our village, he 

says he’ll be coming down our way 

this weekend and will pop in to see 

us. I give him Jamyang’s number. 

For my birthday and as I want 

to embed fractal geometry into the 

Naga photo collage art picture, I al-

low myself to indulge in a vast num-

ber pattern cavern. It’s something 

I love doing, a bit like going down 

a rabbit hole and not knowing how 

deep you’ll get and where the way is 

eventually leading to, if anywhere! 

But something amazing does actu-

ally happen when I play with the 

sequences, nothing mathematically 

advanced at all, just similar pat-

terns of the numbers 1-10 emerging 

in a way that is unusual. When I re-

peatedly get a certain sequence of 9 

numbers reoccurring within every 

string, no matter what you add to-

gether, I plot these 9x9 coordinates 

onto a 2D graph that I draw myself. 

However, when I discover that there 

must be a depth to it too and try to 

make it 3D, I find that it’s just not 

going to work on my flat piece of pa-

per! So again, I go along to meet my 

graphic designer, Frank, in a near-

by village. He plots the graph for 

me onto a 3D computer model and 

I watch as an image that resembles 

a front view face of a dragon from 

one side and a flying one from an-

other, appear from within. Taking a 

load of screenshots of it from many 

angles, I start to seriously wonder 

what I’ve uncovered here!

Now it’s Alexi’s turn to come to 

India! Having finished her exams 

that mark the end of the first year 

of her BA in Buddhist and Hima-

layan studies in Kathmandu, she’s 

coming to Manali for a holiday 

before going off to the UK where 

she’ll spend the summer working 

in some job there, to fill the coffers. 

Having been fabulous til just about 

the time she arrives, the weather 

suddenly turns and thunderstorms 

like crazy are firing all over North 

India. I’m excited to show Alexi the 

dragon I’ve just plotted with Frank, 

and she points out that it looks like 

‘The Caduceus’! I hadn’t seen that, 

but checking it out, find that she’s 

right, there really is a common re-

semblance, plus the part that looks 

like a staff is entwined by 2 snakes 

so it fits in with my Naga theme! 

One online site remarks, “The 

Caduceus represents the DNA he-

lix which contains the crystalline 

frequency of all morphogenetic 

fields that connect all living beings 

through a constant exchange of 

knowledge in the language of light”. 

Oh my goodness, the crystals again! 

And on getting a further explana-

tion on morphogenetic fields, I find 

that I’ve been describing them in 

great detail, along with something 

they call ‘Keylon codes’ in my book, 

‘The Living Pyramid’, while com-

pletely, absolutely unknowing that 

there’s a specific name for these 

phenomena!!! I get that tingly feel-

ing of being on the right track, no 

matter how wacky it may seem, 

because everything is tying up… 

just like I’m inside a vast network 

of information that’s all completely 

interlinked with everything, which 

is why it keeps popping its head up 

in every corner, centre and side of 

my work! 

Indeed, the fel-

low from the photo 

shop, whose name 

we never find out, 

calls in a day or 

two and over lunch 

on our balcony, one 

Sunday, he tells us 

about his life in 

Manali since the 

early 1960’s. Ap-

parently, there 

were only a couple 

of guest houses 

then and tourists 

didn’t really come 

here, because it 

was largely inac-

cessible and there 

wasn’t the infra-

structure, whereas 

now it’s become such 

a huge industry that it’s nearly im-

possible to go near the town in the 

season, as you’ll only get stuck in a 

traffic jam. In those days, only one 

bus a day used to come up from Del-

hi, and now there are literally hun-

dreds of them, large Volvos bringing 

loads of newly defined, affluential, 

middle class Indian citizens into 

the vicinity, who have the means to 

get away from the heat of the plains 

at this time of the year and spend 

their money on Kullu shawls, hats 

and gloves for the next winter. But 

the biggest attraction is the snow. 

They’ve capped the daily limit on 

the number of cars going up the 

Rohtang pass to 2500, but appar-

ently it’s so busy that some vehicles 

are charging as much as 15,000rs 

a visit up there, the desire to see, 

touch and feel ‘Snow’ making this a 

business beyond imagination. The 

line of traffic coming down from the 

pass all day long, is just horrendous 

if you’re trying to go that way and 

with the road under construction 

on the right bank of the river these 

days, as well as a collapsed bridge 

on the other side leaving the entire 

left bank road closed, I am loathing 

driving around this year!

One of the things we all enjoy 

doing, regardless of the weather is 

spending time at the hot springs at 

Kalath. One day, Alexi and I meet 

a lady who looks European, but 

whose grandfather was from Ra-

jasthan. We get into conversation. 

Yazmin was born in India and has 

been coming to Manali since she 

was 3 months old and that’s it, 

she’s off on her life story. Over tea 

in the little café next to the bath, 

she continues and tells us more 

when we meet for momos a couple 

of days later at the house of some 

Tibetans who run a little restau-

rant there, where she’s staying, 

near Manali. She then comes for 

lunch at our place and we plan a 

visit to the Solang valley, where she 

says she knows a beautiful meadow 

where they used to picnic all the 

time, above Manali. So, a few days 

later, we pack up a dal, rice and 

vegetable dish, along with plates, 

spoons, cups, tea in a flask and bis-

cuits and pick her up from where 

she’s staying just outside of the 

town. Then avoiding the traffic by 

going through little villages on the 

quieter side of the valley, we follow 

a picturesque route for around half 

an hour and pick up the main road 

towards the end, where there’s a 

lot of traffic going out to Solang. 

It seems that there always has to 

be an external pull for me to go to 

places, as surprisingly, it’s the first 

time we’re venturing to this corner 

of the valley in all the 8 years we’ve 

been living here. At least I can say 

that I never unnecessarily go plac-

es! To get to the meadow, we have 

to climb down a slope and across a 

small stream on a rickety bridge 

made from logs. We’ve absolutely 

escaped the crowds here in this 

peaceful green space where horses 

are grazing and such a rich and ma-

jestic vibe surrounds us inside this 

360-degree mountain bowl. Just  

like paradise!

To be continued...

Susan’s website may be 

found at www.pyramidkey.com
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